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When the seed grows in Hong Kong.
By Santi
SARAH, not her real name, passed out on Jordan road side, it was not the first time she passed out in the
public area because of her pregnancy with a Nepalese man. Since she found out that she was pregnant 3
months ago, she became easily tired and passed out very often.
The fact that she passed out this time might be triggered, not only by her poor physical condition, but also by
some emotional burden. After the Nepalese man she’s been dating went home to visit his mother in January,
Sarah had to face the fact that her employer had decided to cancel her third-year contract upon learning that
she was pregnant.
Thursday night, (25/2), when she was found passed out in Jordan, was the last day before her Hong Kong visa
expired. Luckily, Lorna, staff from PathFinders, an organization helping the migrant workers having problems in
HK, found her.
Lorna brought her to Queen Elizabeth Hospital in time and she was granted sick leave for 4 days after the
consultation. With the sick leave letter, both Sarah and Lorna were hoping that the Immigration Department
could grant her a rather long visa extension.
However, when Lorna took Sarah to the Immigration the next day ( Friday 26/2), the Immigration only gave her
a 4 days extra stay in Hong Kong, just exactly the length of time requested by the doctor.
Thus, she had to pack her belongings on Monday night (1/3) because the plane was going to bring her back to
Indonesia on Wed morning (2/3). Interviewed by SUARA on Monday night (1/3), SARAH admitted that she had
no intention to abort her baby, especially after she found out that it was twins. However, she was not ready to
tell her parents in Indonesia. “My mother has heart disease so I dare not to tell them at this time, maybe I will
tell them when the babies are born” she said. She was a girl from Blitar who came to Hong Kong the first time
in 2004. Flying back on Tuesday (2/3) she did not tell her family and did not even go home directly. No one
knew that she was already back in Indonesia.
Lorna referred her to a Catholic Sister who had a relative living in Yogyakarta and advised SARAH she could
stay there for a while. SARAH told SUARA that she had not decided if she would give up the babies for
adoption or to ask her parents to take care of the babies, or if she would take care of them by herself.
Whatever the decision, after the babies were born she planned to come back Hong Kong to get a job again.
120 cases
Many cases, such as the one of SARAH, are still under the assistance of the PathFinders. Kylie Uebergang,
founder and also Director of the organization, advised that in the past 15 months, PathFinders handled 120
cases involving pregnant women of which 80 percent were Indonesian migrant workers. Most of the men
(fathers) were Pakistani and Nepalese.
Kylie states that majority of these Indonesian migrant workers are very young. Their limited social life before
they left Indonesia and the lack of sexual education could have been the reason of so many unwanted
pregnancies among them.
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Kylie says PathFinders works together with many institutions and organizations in Hong Kong to deal with
such cases, such as Christian Action, Helpers for Domestic Helpers (HDH), Caritas, International Social
Services (ISS) and Mother’s Choice. For counseling women can go to Mother’s Choice, for employment
claims to Christian Action and HDH and for the torture claims to the ISS, etc.
Kylie said PathFinders attempts to help those women who have to deal with unwanted pregnancy, to be able to
survive and to make plans for their future.
Most of the pregnant migrant women working in Hong Kong are confused because the men (fathers) disappear
after they become pregnant and end up overstaying their visa in Hong Kong. Employers often terminate their
work contract and refuse to sign new contracts due to the pregnancy.
Being a pregnant woman going back Indonesia is not something these women want. They feel ashamed to
face their family, relatives, friends and neighbors. They feel even more ashamed if the baby has no father. On
the other hand they still want to work in Hong Kong.
For these women, Kylie encourages them to be strong and not to give up their hopes. There is always a way
out.
Kylie even encourages those who overstay to surrender to the Immigration Department, “In the case of
pregnancy, in general, they will cancel the detention” said Kylie. Kylie also used an example of a migrant
worker who overstayed for 10 years.
Once their legal status is clear, the next step is to figure out whether they will take care of their children by
themselves or to have their children adopted, as most of them still want to work in HK.
“The decision is in their hands” Said Kylie.
Some babies were brought home (Indonesia), some babies for adoption (In HK)
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Kylie Uebergang handled 120 cases in 15 months.

One migrant worker woman decided to give birth to her baby in Hong Kong. (Pathfinders document)
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